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When your house or business loses power, 
life gets disrupted, but not if you have a Kohler Generator.

KOHLER
TRAINING

AWARD 
WINNING BBQ

PRIZES
SAVINGS

ON IN-STOCK 
GENERATORS

In business since 1985, Palco is the exclusive 
distributor for Kohler Powers Systems for 
WV, Western PA, and Western MD.
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Classes include PDH credits! 
PLEASE RSVP BY 8/12/22 to Skye Reveal
sreveal@palcogenerators.com.

Generator 101: 
Basics & Application - 1 PDH 11:00am - 12:00pm

TRAINING
AUGUST 18, 2022

In this course we will discuss the why and how of generator sets. First, we will explore which 
codes and standards drive the need for generator sets. Then we will look at the building 
blocks of generators, how to apply them and what to look out for when installing an emergen-
cy power system.

Objectives: After this course, you will be able to:
1. Explain the fundamentals and components of emergency power systems.
2. Specify and explain how an emergency power system is installed.
3. Verbally identify some of the potential challenges when designing or 
     installing an Emergency Power System.

Generators have several factors that need to be considered when appropriately sizing for a 
project other than the summation of kW. We will investigate how various parameters of the 
project (ambient conditions, load details, stepping, code requirements etc.) must all be con-
sidered when optimally sizing a generator set. We will illustrate using Kohler Power Solutions 
Center how implementing certain design criteria can help reduce the kW rating specified.

Objectives: After this course, you will be able to:
1. Explain the basic load types applied to generator sets.
2. Identify the relevant characteristics of generator that affect load 
     response and size of the generator.
3. Use a generator sizing tool to optimize the generator set requirements.

Sizing 101: 
Basics & Sizing Tool - 1 PDH 1:00pm - 2:00pm


